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Legal base and pourpose of data processing
The legal basis for data processing is, firstly, the implementation of the contract between you and
Dotpay sp. z o. o. (provision of a one-off payment service), and its implementation without this data
is impossible. Secondly, the provisions of the generally applicable law impose on Dotpay sp. z o.o.,
as a national payment institution, the right and obligation to process your data to counteract money
laundering and financing terrorism (Articles 8-10 of the Act on counteracting money laundering and
financing of terrorism) and to prevent or detect fraud (Article 10 of the Law on Payment Services).
The period of data storage
Your data will be stored and processed no longer than it is necessary to achieve the above statutory
goals and obligations.
Access to the data
You have the right to demand from the Administrator access to their data, rectification, transfer and
deletion and limitation of data processing, with the exception that deletion or limitation is possible
only if it does not violate the above-mentioned obligations of Dotpay sp. z o.o.
Transferring data to other recipients
In order to perform the contract and only to the extent necessary, Dotpay sp. z o. o. will transfer
your personal data to other administrators, depending on the chosen payment method, be it to
banks, card organizations, acquiers, entities operating payment systems, etc.
The right to lodge a complaint
In the event of objections regarding the processing of data, you have the right to lodge a complaint
with the President of the Office for Personal Data Protection (Prezesa Urzędu Ochrony Danych
Osobowych).
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